18_054: "a start of the month with quite a strong wind experienced here in sweden
while walking with myrthe and august in a small forest and almost getting struck
by a timber eaten by a beaver which the wind made falling and then traveling to
italy and experiencing there a super powerful wind in the mountains bringing hot
air from the south and not the snow storm that was supposed to come and then
experiencing a bit of wind while walking in venice but no more instances of wind
particularly back in sweden where some wind has brought snow but has then calmed
down"
11_079: "ideas got with the beginning of the spring finally getting more out after
the snowy winter and much time seated attending classes and taking now walks with
august observing nature coming alive discovering a beach with beavers and getting
ideas there but also still from lectures and time spent indoor and slowly also
becoming affected by a new element in my life having found my love myrthe and
traveling to her to enjoy the spring together but not really focusing on my
project afraid of loosing focus from her"
14_057: "allot of walking with the warm weather being in northern italy and
exploring with both myrthe and later hjacek and brett allot of hisotrical places
like verona and venice and brescia and bergamo but also fabulous natural sights
like the island of the iseo lake and some valleys and mountains below and around
my native highland being very inviting with the sunny weather at times and then
coming back to sweden and only walking to enjoy the arrival of the snow and to get
some work related distress out but mostly stopping to walk and keeping indoor"
15_047: "emotionally very happy days traveling to italy with my love despite the
long journey and the bad weather in the mountains now also feeling reassured about
my future in academia and later much enjoying the italian cities despite only the
presence

of

myrthe's

mother

that

got

a

bit

irritating

but

really

getting

enthusiast with also jacek after fantastic walks in amazing locations and getting
quite down back in sweden but again very happy of the prospect of changing
environment but at last being completely squeezed by my old supervisor and forced
to go through them in order to improve my situation"
04_047: "a beginning of the month being rather polluted having gone to northern
italy with my love and at first experiencing the fresh air of the mountains turned
even cleaner by an unusual winter storm and then moving below the mountains and
exploring cities with much pollution like in verona parking far out not to pay for
the parking and having to walk through big road but also back in the mountains
with much of a winter holiday traffic and later visiting other small cities with
less polution or not polution at all like in the gorgeous iseo lake and finding
clean air back in sweden with the cold weather and not going to often to the city"
13_033: "painting executed rather rapidly having the need to distract myself from
work related issues and being left at home with the snow out recovering the usual
elements of the drop and of the grass but really now playing with colors and

mixing different nuances yet without being to tedious about perfectly filling in
the margins being my brush to big for it"
05_045: "a story talking place in my former parents-in-law country house which was
easy to reimaging in all its details and places but really inspired by the mice in
myrthe's attic in utrecht and by the fact that i also call her sweetly a little
mouse with some parts also inspired by the salami we got from my parents in italy
and myrthe's little hairs of which she is a bit obsessed and the snow boots now
that is winter thinking of the very hairy ones i used to see in italy"
07_059: "winter days spent in poland meeting again all jacek musicians friends
spending new years eve with them by the czech mountains and getting quite admired
by them for my drawings but also meeting jacek's cousin anna who talks really well
italian and took me to her italian lessons in the high school where she teaches
but then also meeting her less inspiring boyfriend who taught me some stretching
exercises and even getting to know a latin american girl getting study money from
sweden but living in poland to save and at last meeting a crazy experimental music
girl friend of jacek from the north of poland"
01_121: "a month spent doing mostly documenting activities in the first place
being traveling around northern italy with myrthe and jacek and then coming back
to stockholm and again not doing many activities with myrthe coming over for a few
days and then not really undertaking any carpentry work but being often at the
university trying to create new collaborations but also doing more distracting
work not to think about my supervisor situation such as painting and drawing and
even cooking less than usual when myrthe has been around"
02_119: "a quite troubled month with first the traveling to italy in and then all
the disstress caused by university situation which gotme often awake in the middle
of the night while beginning to dream but then getting better by watching movies
with myrthe and latter august and starting not to think about work and getting a
few sexual dreams being mostly afraid that myrthe has sex with others or that i
make love to ugly girls mostly inspired by the movies we watched but also dreaming
quite much about mountains and the native highland i have recently explored with
also dreams regarding the selling of my grandparents' house there to which i am
informed through my father in canada and several dreams fearing that i am
forgetting to pick up my son or that i have abandoned him now that my future in
sweden next him is very precarious"
03_064: "not so many songs heard alone but mostly when being with myrthe and or
august for instance going to the efterling amusement park all together and
listening to sting on the way back or just singing military songs learned from my
grandfather to myrthe's mother or hearing the dutch songs sang for myrthe's old
grandmother at her hundred and two birthday then mostly hearing songs at the gym
training and listening to a rock station to then gradually get in the chrsitmas
atmosphere and start hearing christmas songs like by the gypsi saxophonist at the

entrance of the university escalator"
17_039: "not really clear again as to when these clouds where observed but it is
likely while being in the united states still spending the afternoons with august
after school and detecting many prehistoric figures and allot of laying humans
often in a sexual pose with small kids involved"
13_034: "painting executed rather quickly now that i need time to get distracted
from my bad supervisor situation at the university and here also trying to be
rather clean in the shapes but articulating a bit the dropping blue using the
perforated spheres in the yellow background as some sort of holders to the liquid
using again the black and the silver with grass like green layer and alternating
the soft gold yellow and pink backgrounds"
09_080: "news read quite regularly on the internet at home yet not really finding
any striking casualty news other than again an accident in canada where elders
burnt to death and fighting in the central africa while most of all the other news
are the rather redundant ones of the fighting in the middle east which is however
escalating in egypt"
14_058: "walking mostly in the city of stockholm with the snow and myrthe over for
a few weeks showing her around the different parts of town but also taking a walk
with my old supervisor up the river where i used to walk with august and latter
also taking longer walks with little myrthe to also go to the shopping center near
my suburb and to pick up the japanese mats in a distant warehouse but being later
incapable to carry them any further and at last doing small walks by myself around
the university during the single one day of sun this also to avoid my old
colleagues and at last coming to utrecht and walking to myrthe's place and out to
a restaurant with jason"
16_059: "a quite okay beginning of the month with the winter turning properly cold
and giving both snow and latter sun but then gradually turning mild again and
bringing in several days with wind and snow to finally stabilizing but keeping
rather gray and at last even getting above zero degrees and melting down the
powdery snow bringing even rain till at last going to the netherlands and also
finding a very mild temperature but again rain"

